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Small Pot Improvements  
Schmidt has raised the bar again! Small Blast Pots are now better than ever!

The industry's most productive blasting systems 
are better than ever. Already boasting the industry's 
lowest pressure drop, Schmidt® blast pots keep 
improving with both quality of life upgrades and 
substantial feature improvements.

Schmidt blasting systems represent the greatest 
value for both contractors and industrial users, 
especially when working with expensive medias 
where productivity and efficiency are necessary 
to maximize profit. Our systems are designed to 
maximize pressure from the air compressor all the 
way to the blast hose, compared to as much as a 10-
15 psi loss in competitors' units.
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A product of Axxiom Manufacturing, Inc.

Video:
Small Pot videos can be viewed online at 
SchmidtAbrasiveBlasting.com or on YouTube.

New Features:
• NEW MicroValve® 3 (MV3™) with dramatically 

improved wear resistance 
• NEW VBS II™ (Volumetric Blowdown 

Suppression) system, designed to dramatically 
reduce noise and protect the job site from fast 
moving particles 

• NEW SureFit™ snap-on handway gasket allows 
for an even fit, greatly reducing the risk for air 
leaks

• Improved pop-up and new skirted pop-up gasket 
improve vessel seal, extending the life of the pot

• NEW hinged lid for easier and more convenient 
access to the vessel and weather protection 
(optional)

• NEW universal load skid on all pot sizes for ease 
of transport (optional)
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Contact your local Schmidt distributor  
or call Axxiom at 800-231-2085  
for distributor information.

A Closer Look at the Improvements
The Schmidt MV3 abrasive metering valve is the newest innovation 
in the family of industry leading Schmidt abrasive metering valves.  
The MV3 offers proven productivity and safety advantages that 
Schmidt valves deliver to abrasive blasting operations : precise 
metering of abrasive, extended service life, and improved cleanout 
port, and easy access to wear components for safe, efficient 
maintenance.

The Schmidt VBS II is the latest technology for suppressing the 
intensity of the air/energy during vessel depressurization. It is 
the only system specifically designed to safely reduce the noise 
levels and abrasive particle velocity (speeds) which occur during 
vessel blowdown.

The Schmidt SureFit handway gasket simplifies installation of 
the handway cover. It eliminates loose gaskets that are difficult 
to keep properly aligned, make installation difficult and cause 
leaks. The SureFit gasket snaps onto the handway cover to 
ensure proper alignment and maximize a proper seal.


